WE ARE GONNA STOP THE FRACKING
Tune: 'I've been Working on the Railroad, new words by Jack Lucero Fleck, additional words by Occupella

D                      G                      D
We are gonna stop the fracking, all the livelong day,
D                          E7                    A7
We are gonna stop the fracking in Californiâ„¢a.

A7                      D                      G                      F#
Can't you see the climate changing? Dirty oil your time is done,
G                      D                      A7                      D
Can't you see the clean solution? Water, wind and sun!

D                      G
Water wind and sun, water wind and sun,
A7                      D                      A                      D
Water wind and sun, your time has come!

D                      G                      A7                      D
Water wind and sun, water wind and sun, Dirty oil your time is done!

D
Someone's in the backroom with big oil,
A7
Someone's in the backroom we know---

D                      G                      A7                      D
Someone's in the backroom with big oil, Sacramento, just say ño!ô

(A7)
and we say

D                      A7
Fee, fie, fracking's got to go, fee fie, fracking's got to go-o-o-o

D                      G                      A7                      D
Fee, fie, fracking's got to go, Sacramento, just say ño!ô
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